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EFFECTS OF SCALE

1. Introduction  

SCOSS has become aware of a number of structural issues 
associated with larger buildings. Anecdotal evidence suggests 
that many designers are unfamiliar with scale effects thus 
increasing the risk that safety and commercial aspects may be 
overlooked (commercial effects are those that have financial 
consequences, but no safety consequences). Validation of 
our current design rules has largely been based on years of 
satisfactory building performance.

However, such evidence has been overwhelmingly acquired 
from smaller scale structures and so may not necessarily 
be indicative of satisfactory performance in structures of 
larger scale. The topic is gaining in importance as clients, 
and their designers, strive to build ‘lighter, bigger, taller and 
longer’. Somewhat coincidentally, a CIRIA Report on ‘Design 
for Movement in Buildings’ (Reference 1) includes a number 
of case studies which provide supportive evidence to points 
made in this Alert.

Pushing boundaries has historically led engineers of 
many disciplines into territory not always appreciated. 
Early skyscrapers swayed enough to cause discomfort to 
occupants (Empire State New York, USA) and in some cases 
to damage finishes (Hancock Tower Boston USA; window 
panes detached from the skyscraper). Dynamic effects were 
poorly understood.

Likewise, the relatively recent trend to longer span, lightweight 
floors introduced dynamic effects which were simply absent 

from structures having more traditional spans. Overlooking 
such response meant that performance was sometimes 
unsatisfactory. Moreover, it can be distinctly dangerous when 
the potential exists for crowd excitation.

As an example, the rhythmic movement of crowds in stadia 
when viewing sports or responding to pop music can create 
amplified structural responses; so much so that nowadays 
suppression of vibration would be regarded as a standard 
design criterion. Nonetheless, the topics of dynamic response 
and human-structure interaction are difficult and easily 
overlooked. SCOSS is aware of incidents whereby crowd 
induced dynamic response or aerodynamic oscillation of 
slender structures has led to fatigue failures. In most cases, 
the cause has primarily been from the design team being 
unaware of dynamic response as an issue and thence not 
recognising the possibility of fatigue crack development.

In one incident, cracks within connections arose from 
repeated high stresses created by secondary moments at the 
end of long beams considered simply supported by design, 
but actually detailed with significant restraint (which will arise 
with many industry standard connections). That example leads 
onto another consideration, which is the validity of modelling 
longer span steel structures.

"The topic is gaining in importance as 
clients, and their designers, strive to build 
‘lighter, bigger, taller and longer’"

SCOSS and CROSS

The Structural Engineering profession has not proven itself good at learning from 
mistakes which is a matter of general concern. This Alert has been prompted by 
concerns raised about some particularly large structures and is based on evidence made 
known to SCOSS. However, the disclosures also prompted wider thinking about safety 
issues related to ‘scale’, so historical events are also discussed. Some of the examples 
quoted (without detailed reference) are still subject to formal non-disclosure orders 
even years after the event. 
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2. Long span steel beams  

Almost since the origins of structural steel design, beams have 
been designed as either pin ended or fixed. Researchers and 
knowledgeable engineers of course knew both assumptions 
were fictitious but attempts to introduce semi rigid design 
always foundered. Routine conventional approaches were 
rationalised by observations that the ultimate load capacity of 
structures would be adequate however the connections were 
modelled, always provided that a consistent design approach 
was adopted, plus ensuring that connections were detailed for 
the required ductility.

However, calculating ductility demands, moment rotation 
capacities and the like is beyond the scope of most routine 
design work and reliance has been traditionally placed on 
detailing methodologies ‘known to work’. But rotation demands 
at connections are proportional to (span)3 so it has become 
questionable whether industry standard detailing rules 
remain valid for longer span beams. Safety should require 
a more explicit check and validation since, self-evidently, 
the justification for any calculated ultimate load capacity is 
undermined if the connections cannot sustain their requisite 
rotations.

SCOSS is aware of cases where very long span beams (such 
as roof rafters) have been designated as ‘simply supported’ 
by the principal designers without any comprehension of the 
detailing implications beyond specifying a set of loads to the 
connection designers. Deficiencies become compounded 
because the longer the span, the higher the end reaction, 
and the higher the end reaction, the more bolts are required 
within deep connections. And the more bolts provided in deep 
connections, the more the connection is likely to behave as a 
fixed ended member whatever the design team have assumed. 

There are clear safety implications related to the ability of the 
connections to sustain the real demands on them at ultimate 
load. Furthermore, the deflected pattern of the interconnected 
frame is a function of how the connections behave in reality, 
not how they are idealised.

The opposite case of a presumption of fixed ended beams is 
no panacea. With modern computer analysis, there has been 
a trend to rely on fine stress predictions for member sizing. 
But such predictions are inaccurate because connections 
are never fully rigid even if the connection is capable of 
transmitting full strength. Again, provided connection and 
members have a measure of ductility, ultimate load capacity 
might remain unaffected.

However deflections will differ and generally increase from 
those predicted. SCOSS is aware of cases whereby real 
deflection patterns differed so much from predictions that 
masonry walls (restrained by deflecting steel posts) became 
misaligned and walls and frames had to be demolished.

3. General effects of deflections
The specific generic topic of the inter-relationship between a 
deflecting frame and the cladding attached to it is discussed in 
Section 7. Other issues are discussed below.

It might be thought that frame increased deflections or an 
altered deflection pattern would remain just a serviceability 
issue but that is not so.  A number of cases have been 
reported of long span floor ‘efficient designs’ generated via 
composite beam action with relatively thin concrete slabs. Two 
effects have been observed, one related to tolerances and one 
related to loading and alignment.

It is unavoidable that all structural members come with 
straightness tolerances. At best, a rolled steel member has a 
guaranteed straightness of L/1000 but in fabricated members 
this is decreased and becomes 1 in 500 in trusses (Reference 
2). On a long span, say of 25m, a beam cannot be guaranteed 
straighter than ±25mm, nor a truss straighter than ±50mm 
at mid-span. On floors laid out in bays, the mid-point bay 
deviation from the theoretical plane will be higher still.

Taking a slab at say 200mm deep (as an example to put a 
50mm deviation in perspective), there is potential for it to 
be significantly thicker or thinner at mid-span - the point 
of maximum moment. Exactly what concrete thickness 
results is partly a matter of policy whether the slab is put in 
to level or thickness (this is also referred to in Reference 1). 
Incidents have been reported whereby slabs have been cast 
significantly thicker than envisaged. Whilst this notionally 
achieves strength capacity, it also means the dead load has 
been significantly higher than planned so undermining any 
sense of using a lower load factor on the basis of the dead 
load being known with confidence.

The second effect has been a follow on from the first. 
Excessive concrete placed to overcome tolerances has 
resulted in ponding and thence yet more deflection and more 
self-weight and yet more deflection. Normally the first signs 
of trouble have been queries from the floor supplier over 
apparent excess demand for concrete volumes. In one case, 
the ensuing investigation concluded that loading additions 
were so high that in-situ strengthening of the support 
steelwork was essential. In tall buildings with several floors, 
the additional loads on to columns and foundations can be 
imagined.
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These effects are the results of scale. Tolerances are a 
function of length, but deflections are a function of (length)3 
so the problems tend to manifest themselves in longer span 
beams. The basic issue is that above a certain span, notional 
deviations from tolerance are large enough in absolute terms 
that they cannot be ignored for their potential effects on 
loading, on strength or on absolute or relative alignments.

In another reported case, a simply supported beam was 
spanning 40m with a 200mm thick composite slab. Two 
design issues arose. On tolerances alone, the centre might 
have been 40mm below that envisaged with, say, a self-weight 
deflection of another 60mm. Thus, the centre portion of the 
slab might have been nearly 50% thicker than envisaged 
(especially if ponding were considered) with implications 
for loading, but at least the composite section would have 
exceeded design assumptions. The self-weight deflection 
might have been offset by camber (albeit not all designers 
realise their responsibilities to define this) but there is then a 
presumption that the camber will be offset by the self-weight 
loading during construction.

In the case described, the beam end connections acted as 
rigid albeit presumed pinned thus the central deflection was 
much less than predicted. This, together with the possibility 
that central tolerance was up rather than down, implied the 
slab thickness at mid-span was less than envisaged with 
obvious strength and safety consequences.

It is emphasised here that dealing with tolerances and allied 
construction is a design matter. But in all projects, there are 
design and contractual boundaries as say between the main 
designers and steel and concrete subcontractors and perhaps 
at a tertiary level, cladding designers. Those boundaries 
introduce possibilities of confusion and thence safety 
implications when design intent is not realised in reality.

4. Issues with building height
As buildings become higher, certain design issues arise which 
are not encountered in low rise buildings. These are primarily 
the creation of column elastic shortening and the potential for 
wind sway dynamic effects. Dealing with either of these topics 
is out with the skill set of many design teams so suggestive of 
a need for caution. Modern analysis programs can of course 
take shortening into account. But there is limited experience 
over what are appropriate design and construction strategies 
verified by observed real performance.

Predictions of column loads and stress states can vary 
significantly depending on what assumptions are made, 
especially with respect to construction sequence, and in 
any large structure (tall or large in plan area) it is not wise 
for designers to assume that the structure, as erected, will 
be stress free save only for predicted dead load influences. 
Rather there is an intimate relationship between the manner 
and sequence of construction and the final stress state. This 
relationship is well understood in long span bridge structures 
but less comprehended in building structures. There is limited 
documented experience on how significant these effects 
might be.

It is well known that the differential shortening effects between 
frames and cladding must be accounted for if the cladding is 
not to be overstressed. Similar principles apply as between 
differential vertical movement on concrete frame shortening 
and brickwork expansion: differential movements must be 
detailed out to prevent brick crushing / frame damage.

Dynamic wind effects should not be underestimated in the 
relatively tall sway frame buildings that are currently in vogue. 
For example, strong gusts may impact the tributary area of 
one or two frames thus setting up low cycle fatigue conditions 
in the fastenings between these frames and the adjacent 
cladding elements (as elsewhere, the issue is that fatigue life 
is governed by real stress range, which can be very high when 
strain induced, and any wind fluctuation can build up to a very 
high number of load cycles within a short period).
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5. Live loads
Section 3 discussed potential variations in dead load which 
would be a direct consequence of designs incorporating 
longer spans. Parallel queries can be made on live loads with 
especial emphasis on large roofs. It is legitimate to question 
just what an appropriate notional live load to use on roofs is, 
especially ones having very large areas. Such roofs have to 
carry snow and wind (ponding may result from slow snow 
melt) but it is not obvious what other notional live loads might 
be appropriate.

A possible additional loading is that from surface water run 
off which might accumulate to significant depths in heavy 
downpours where the run off time from centre to edge gutter 
is long.

For significant structures it has become common to conduct 
wind tunnel tests seeking to predict wind loads (pressures and 
suctions) on very long spans and large areas. The usual aim 
is to reduce the design loads and this is potentially possible 
because wind pressures across the roof will not correlate in 
time. The net result is that rafter bending moments predicted 
from wind tunnel testing can be significantly less that those 
predicted via code approaches where uniform suction (or 
downward pressure) is assumed across full spans. Whilst 
this might be acceptable for use in rafter sizing, it does not 
necessarily inform of differential rafter displacement and the 
effects of that on the cladding system and its fasteners.

6. Thermal effects
Temperature effects are traditionally ignored in routine design. 
Designers tend to think temperature only becomes important 
in longer span structures. To some extent this is true but as 
always there are complications. Thermal stress only develops 
where there is restraint and if restraint exists, stress is actually 
independent of length as:

	 σ = E  T

In contrast, displacements are directly proportional to length.

Exactly what frame stresses are generated depends on 
geometry and other arrangements. See Reference 1 for an 
example of a portal frame with a long roof. Column bending 
moments will be developed by roof expansion and clearly 
their magnitude will be highly sensitive to frame height (i.e. 
proportional to (height)2).

Thermal effects are certainly enough to push columns out of 
plumb and create forces. In one known incident, forces were 
enough to pull holding down bolts out. In another dispute 
on column tolerances on a large building, neither side had 
realised that the plan shape of the building was so large that 
uncontrollable thermal roof expansion / contraction was 
bound to push columns out of the specified plumb tolerance.

Stresses generated will also be in direct proportion to T, the 
temperature change. Whilst air temperatures can be predicted 
from records, these are not the sole factor to consider. When 
there is thermal insulation behind a thin dark metal surface 
(e.g. in a sandwich panel), the surface metal may become 
extremely hot due to solar gain and in such circumstances any 
prediction of the maximum temperature may be an estimate at 
best.

The reverse effect may take place on cold nights when 
radiation effects can result in metal temperatures significantly 
lower than the air temperature. If panel temperatures are high, 
and the panels are long, then their fasteners may be subjected 
to relatively large displacements (panels will both elongate 
and curve). Fasteners may fail or progressively loosen, and the 
risk will increase under thermal cycling whereby failure comes 
either from classic fatigue or via progressive loosening. There 
have been recent reported problems in large roofs supporting 
cranes whereby modest vibration has led to supporting nuts 
unwinding.
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Thermal effects in roofs will be complex taking account more 
directly of length and solar gain and of the thermal gradients 
through the roof (including insulation) down to supporting 
steel. There are bound to be differential strain effects between 
the external skin and the supporting rafters which will create 
imposed displacements and thus stress on fastening systems.

Temperature induced stresses and deflections in sandwich 
panels are well understood with respect to individual panels 
supported by several purlins and there are established design 
procedures for the basic cases (BS EN 14509). Much less 
well understood is the potential accumulation of longitudinal 
temperature effects in long roof slopes that may involve 
several panel lengths plus the effects on their fastening 
systems.

Fatigue damage is popularly associated with high numbers 
of load cycles, but that is only correct for smaller stress 
ranges. Under any load cycling, component life is inversely 
proportional to (stress range)3. Consequently, thermal stress 
(which may be very high) can bring about damage in a 
relatively small number of cycles. Hence thermal stress cycling 
in the fasteners may be a design issue to consider on longer 
span structures and with certain types of cladding systems. 
A case is known of where air pressure fluctuations in a tunnel 
were enough to cause lining fasteners to unwind leading to 
lining detachment onto vehicles.

It might be noted here that the single biggest group of 
received CROSS reports relates to inadequate fasteners in 
one guise or another. Another significant group of CROSS 
reports relates to problems which manifest themselves when 
designers focus only on their own component without due 
regard to the role of their component within the overall load 
path or support system.

Reports to CROSS have highlighted a concern over the role 
of the lead structural designer. That party needs to look at 
the strength, stability and safety of the structure as a whole. 
In some recent reports, the concern has been that in the 
fragmentation of the design and supply process, the mutual 
interdependency of components on each other has been 
taken for granted and never verified and that is a potential 
factor in complex roofing systems. 

7. Consideration of 'whole 
building effects'
Formally, all structural designs ought to consider the structure 
as a whole, and BS 5950: Part 1 included a requirement to this 
effect. However, small buildings are traditionally designed as a 
main support skeleton with floors, walls and roofs treated as 
separate items. Nevertheless, a degree of interaction is often 
intrinsic.

For example, it is common to generate extra beam strength 
from composite action between in-situ floors and their 
supporting beams or to take restraint from the cladding into 
account in the design of light gauge steel purlins and sheeting 
rails. This interaction is, of course, always present whether the 
designer wants it or not and its contribution may not always 
prove to be beneficial.

In steel sheds, one potential benefit of structure / cladding 
interaction exists whereby the cladding might be perceived to 
offer some strength enhancement to portal rafters via 'T beam 
effects'. This possibility was investigated in the 1960s and 
found of little benefit to rafter capacity.

However, with the current trend to longer, slender rafters 
combined with longer, stiffer, panel lengths, it might now be 
necessary to re-consider parasitic T-beam action primarily 
on the cladding itself but more critically on the fastenings 
between the cladding and the purlins and, through the purlins 
into the rafters. 

The contribution of cladding to the strength and stiffness 
of steel frames overall is well known: the so-called stressed 
skin effect. Although design rules exist to take this into 
account, they are rarely used. Conversely, aircraft frame 
design regularly utilises the contribution of the skin to produce 
elegant, maximum strength, least weight structures. 

For structural engineers, design rules were included in BS 
5950, Part 9 and in the ‘European Recommendations for the 
application of metal sheeting acting as a diaphragm’, ECCS 
No. 88, 1995. The latter is cited in Eurocode 3 as offering 
‘information on the verification of diaphragms formed from 
profiled steel sheeting used as roof or wall cladding or for 
floors’. It should be noted that these two publications are 
based on the same research, which was completed in the 
early 1980s. There are no known re-appraisals since that date 
so existing rules may be inappropriate for today’s longer span 
structures and/or significantly taller structures.
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Temperature induced stresses in frames are never normally 
considered but as discussed in Section 6, as buildings 
become larger, a re-appraisal may be required since validation 
of design rules based on small frame performance may be 
inappropriate.

It is not always safe to ignore interaction between units and 
this is evidenced by structural frame performance observed 
under earthquake loading. It has frequently been observed 
that even ‘non-structural walls’ add significantly to frame 
stiffness and strength and their contribution can be high 
enough to concentrate earthquake induced failures into single 
storeys to the detriment of sharing the energy demand more 
equally across several storeys.

Using this analogy, a suspicion is that it may not be safe to 
ignore stressed skin action in steel frames as structures 
become larger. Given the way cladding systems are fixed 
down, applied loads will be shared between the frame and 
the cladding whatever the design assumptions. If the load 
share carried by the cladding becomes too high, this will be 
manifested in damage to the cladding itself or as damage 
at the interface between the cladding and the primary 
framing. The damage may be exacerbated if there are few 
fasteners commensurate with a design that does not envisage 
interaction.

In all circumstances, there will be parasitic loading onto the 
fasteners and those fasteners might be additionally stressed 
unintentionally by forced fit in overcoming tolerance, by 
thermal cycling effects and by wind local suction (which might 
be superimposed on global wind effects).

Particular problems exist on roofs with liner panel systems 
when the load path under wind suction from outer finish 
to inner support is extremely complicated both vertically 
and horizontally. Exactly how loads are shared in reality is 
a function of the detailing and the stiffness of the various 
components.

The concern over cladding panels exists not just on roofs but 
on walls as well. In certain types of panels, it is only possible 
to implement local fixings at corners and this creates concern 
over the adequacy of support. In one series of investigative 
tests, it was found that the capacity of self-tap fasteners into 
standard cold rolled rails was highly sensitive to fractions of 
a millimetre change in rail thickness. So much so, that the 
whole rail design for a large building was governed not by rail 
bending capacity but by a need for rail wall thickness simply to 
assure self-tap fastener capacity.

The ultimate safety concerns are of cladding detachment and 
danger to persons in the vicinity. In one recent UK storm, a 
person was killed by flying debris. SCOSS has another report 
of cladding coming loose in a storm, which then, in effect, 
created a dominant opening into the structure with the further 
consequence that the whole (enormous) roof was lost. A 
further possibility lies with ‘optimised’ frames whereby loss of 
cladding might lead to loss of purlin restraint and thence loss 
of rafter restraint and frame damage in a chain reaction.

It might also be pointed out that many of the effects discussed 
earlier in this Alert will be generic issues for the design of 
’large steel frames’ i.e:

•  Tolerance effects and differential tolerances between 
adjacent rafters (on a 40m span roof, the theoretical mid-
span alignment difference between adjacent rafters is 80mm 
on tolerances alone).

•  The validity of modelling end connections as pinned or fixed 
and the effects of that on ultimate capacity.

•  Thermal effects. This might be acute in cladding / support 
interfaces and especially so if the cladding is stainless steel 
(related to its high coefficient of expansion).

•  Wind correlation effects across the roof potentially 
exacerbating differential alignments across adjoining rafters.

•  Rain water flow intensity and ponding risks.
•  Potential dynamic response to wind loading giving rise to 
fatigue failure in connections because of an aeroelastic 
mechanism (vortex shedding, galloping, flutter).

•  The management issues of divided design responsibility and 
information transfer across contractual boundaries.

•  The construction sequence (sequence of cladding fixing) 
may have an influence.
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8. Large frame conclusion
The overall concern with large clad steel frames is that not 
enough is known either theoretically or in reality about their 
performance. It is not safe to extrapolate from experience on 
smaller buildings.

The fundamental concern is that damage to cladding 
fasteners is credible and more so as a function of scale: the 
larger the building and the longer the span, the more that 
effects commonly ignored might become an issue. Fastener 
damage may lead on to cladding detachment with commercial 
and safety implications for the building as whole or to people 
nearby from flying debris.

Another fundamental concern is that systematic damage to 
the panel / purlin fasteners may seriously weaken the restraint 
that purlins and sheeting rails receive from the cladding. This, 
in turn, may reduce the amount of stability restraint provided 
by the purlins to the main frames, particularly in the region of 
haunches and, thus, the stability of the entire structure may be 
endangered.

It is rather ironic that the component of most concern, the 
cladding fasteners, may well be designed (if at all) by a party 
well down the contractual line and where there may be no 
checks on design and installation quality.

9. Steel thickness & welding
The vast majority of steelwork design uses steel < 40mm 
thick. With thicker steels, several additional fabrication and 
design effects need to be considered. SCOSS is aware of 
many current projects that are now using steel thicknesses 
> 100mm. If the special needs of such steels are overlooked, 
then severe safety issues accrue. As always, the greatest 
danger arises when designers move into territory over which 
they have no experience and thereby overlook key technical 
issues.

Thick steel is less homogenous than thinner steel hence 
it more easily laminates, or it becomes more vulnerable to 
cracking from through-thickness stressing. That stressing 
might arise either from the direct application of service load or 
as imposed tension via weld shrinkage during fabrication. For 
modestly thick steels, special grades are available to minimise 
the risk. Nonetheless, enhanced QA/QC checks are merited, 
post fabrication, to ensure through-thickness cracking has 
been avoided.

Thicker steel is more vulnerable to brittle fracture, so much so 
that when very thick sections are used, precautions against 
fracture may dominate the design rather than precautions over 
high stress. For such thick steel, material selection involves 
specification of grades with adequate notch toughness (via 
designated Charpy values). For exceptionally thick steel 
(outside thicknesses covered in standard material supply 
specifications), specialist advice will be required.

Thicker steel requires more care in welding since the cooling 
rate of weld beads is linked to the thermal conductivity of the 
steel which is in turn linked to its thickness. If weld metal cools 
too rapidly, the as-welded region becomes hard and brittle 
lacking in ductility. Hence for thicker steels, special welding 
procedures are required and post welded heat treatment 
might be essential.

CROSS has received reports about the fracture of large 
diameter bolts. These seem to be linked to galvanizing and 
hydrogen embrittlement and a cited risk factor is bolt diameter 
with large diameter bolts being more at risk. Size may also be 
a factor in some reported incidents of liquid metal assisted 
cracking.

Generally the advice is to be cautious when procuring material 
which is much thicker than that normally used. Reference 3 
gives a more detailed overview.
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10. Conclusion 

There are scale effects across several structural topics 
because of increases in height, span, and enclosed volume, 
which might well not be appreciated by the design community. 
All effects cited in this paper have the ability to degrade safety.

The recommendation from SCOSS is that a far better 
understanding of large structure performance is needed. 
Large structures being defined as those whose dimensions 
are such that effects that are not well understood or where 
secondary effects pose challenges.

To assess specific implications will require further research 
studies. SCOSS wants to promote these and thereafter 
to disseminate the concerns over scale effects that are 
determined.
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I INFORMATION

What is SCOSS?

SCOSS stands for Standing Committee on Structural Safety and 
was established in 1976 to maintain a continuing review of building 
and civil engineering matters affecting the safety of structures.

SCOSS collects data for public sources and CROSS reports on all 
aspects of the safety of structures.

If they consider that unacceptable risk exists or is likely to arise in 
the future, SCOSS then publish Alerts or Topic Papers to inform 
the industry of the risks identified.

All SCOSS publications are free to read on the Structural-Safety 
website>.
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